Current κ opioid receptor ligands and discovery of a new molecular scaffold as a κ opioid receptor antagonist using pharmacophore-based virtual screening.
The κ opioid receptor (KOR) plays a significant role in many physiological functions, including pain relief, stress, depression, drug abuse, anxiety and psychotic behaviors. KORs are widely distributed in the central and peripheral nervous systems, and are specifically activated by endogenous opioids derived from prodynorphin. They are members of the G protein-coupled receptor superfamily, and the crystal structure of the human KOR was recently elucidated. KORs were initially studied for their involvement in mediation of pain as stimulation of KOR produces analgesia and minimizes abuse liability and other side effects. Nowadays, the KOR is rapidly emerging as an important target for the treatment of a variety of other human disorders. Specifically, the KOR system has become increasingly implicated as a modulator of stress-related and addictive behaviors. Several selective KOR partial agonists and antagonists have been developed as potential antidepressants, anxiolytic and anti-addiction medications. Although many KOR ligands have not demonstrated desirable pharmacological properties, some have been shown to be viable drug candidates. Herein, we describe chemical and pharmacological developments on KOR ligands, advantages and challenges, and potential therapeutic applications of ligands for KORs. In the second part, recent advances in the KOR drug design utilizing computational approaches are presented, with focus on the discovery of a new naturally derived scaffold, sewarine, as a novel class of selective KOR ligands with antagonist properties, using a pharmacophore-based virtual screening strategy.